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Accidents invited by anaesthetic apparatus and ventilator design

SIR,-Your medicolegal report on the Wood-
house case (20 March, p 909) suggests that a
fresh gas supply diverting switch was in the
wrong position. Whether or not this was the
case, the fact is that such switches invite
accidents and are usually unnecessary to the
correct functioning of the apparatus. Much
more close attention needs to be paid to
design in relation to accident invitation-both
by manufacturers and anaesthetists responsible
for equipment choice.
Some Boyles machines were supplied with

a switch diverting fresh gas from the top
(Magill) circuit to the bottom (absorber)
circuit. In some models this switch was
linked to the spurious safety function of
preventing trichlorethylene vapour being
passed through soda lime. Such switches are
dangerous and accordingly have not been
allowed into the London Hospital for the last
30 years. A few complex anaesthetic ventilators
have, however, slipped in incorporating these
switches and inevitably have been associated
with asphyxial episodes (if the circuit is
closed) or awareness under relaxation (if
the circuit is open or non-rebreathing). No
patient in this hospital has been permanently

physically damaged, but I suspect that it
would only be a matter of time before one was
if these switches were allowedc a continued
presence on anaesthetic ventilators. The
anaesthetist should have to plug whichever
circuit is needed-top, bottom, or ventilator-
directly into a single fresh gas outlet. If the
fresh gas supply is complicated by knobs,
switches, or hidden conduits in the interests of
modernity, then as sure as human error exists a
patient will be denied either oxygen or
anaesthesia sometime or another.

Preventive medicine in general practice

SIR,-Dr Keith Taylor's observations on
preventive medicine in general practice (27
March, p 921) are of necessity written in the
language of diplomacy. This smooths over the
difficulties but leaves the issues unclear. As a
former member of the General Medical
Services Committee may I express a preference
for getting down to brass tacks ?
What is preventive medicine? The "con-

quest of disease" is not enough despite its

Responsible anaesthetists should look to
their departments and insist on these switches
being removed or modified in such a way so
as not to invite accident. Manufacturers and
agents should facilitate the removal or
modification ofsuch switches on their products.
Designers should see beyond the showroom
or trade stand and appreciate that what seems
obvious to them may not necessarily be so
in the extremes of clinical stress.

J V I YOUNG
The London Hospital,
London El

victories. Plague has been eradicated from the
British Isles: this is a fine achievement, but
what consolation is it to a woman whose
husband has just died of coronary thrombosis ?
Nor is it screening. This is invaluable in some
instances but, as Dr Taylor points out, useless
in others. In none of them is it prevention;
it is the discovery of disease which has not
been prevented. The only adequate description
of preventive medicine is, I suggest, one
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